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The consumption of energy is increasing on a large scale. Efforts are in progress across the world
to discover, invent and implement innovative solutions for saving energy effectively or perhaps re-
utilizing energy in a smart way. There has been substantial development in bringing out various
solutions for saving electricity consumption. One such innovation is the LED technology which is
widely being used to conserve energy and reduce energy consumption to a great extent. LED
powered lights such as deltalight link and deltalight carree can last longer and perform better with
less energy consumption.

Fuelling the Olympics

Innovations are not just happening in the field saving energy but also converting it. The technology
of converting the energy derived from the footsteps of Olympic visitors to power outdoor lighting on
streets or storefronts is one such powerful innovation. A rubber tile measuring of 45 x 60 in size is
used to facilitate this process. When someone steps on it, the tile bends to around 5 millimeters.
The kinetic energy obtained from the footstep is then converted to electrical energy. Every footstep
is capable of generating electricity of about 7 watts. It takes not more than 5 tiles to power a small
storefront or even the streetlamps of a relatively busy street.

Shifting to other sources

The system being set-up at the London Olympics is just one such example. There are several more.
A number of ways are being implemented to conserve or convert energy. Whether it is solar energy
conversion or LED sources to light up a residence or office, these techniques make a huge
difference. LED lights like deltalight link and deltalight carree are ceiling lights that provide an
excellent lighting environment for any room or even the immediate exteriors of a house. These lights
last way longer than the conventional ones. Their durability to cold weather conditions is a huge
advantage when they are fixed outside. They do not require time to brighten up and can save you
from paying up more for electricity due to their lower consumption. Such LED lights can be used in
conjunction with other innovative energy conversions in order to create a sensible energy efficient
atmosphere.
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Buy lighting products from Quality Brand. Order a deltalight link and a deltalight carree from
Artemide at our online store which provides fast delivery at affordable prices.
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